IIA CANADA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
HALIFAX Marriott Harbourfront
September 25 – 28, 2016

Join us in Halifax
REGISTER NOW
LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE
In a time of rapid change, where trust in corporate and public leadership is
faltering and new and complex risks are emerging, Internal Audit can add
exceptional value.
Embark on an educational journey rich with insights for internal auditors
at every level.
Expand your network, deepen your knowledge of internal audit and experience
the sights and multicultural offerings of Nova Scotia!
The 8th Annual Canadian National Conference of The Institute of Internal
Auditors will help you and your team “Navigate the Future” by connecting you
with exceptional key note speakers, panelists and thought leaders who will
share insights on issues impacting the profession across four streams of learning:
• Risk Management and Fraud Detection - All Hands on Deck
• Setting Sail to Inspiring Leadership and Leading Practices
• Perspectives in Public Sector Auditing
• Steering Toward Secure Information Technology and Management
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INSIGHTFUL KEYNOTEs

Bruce Kirkby

The IIAC’s National Conference remains Canada’s
only dedicated conference for internal audit, risk,
control and governance-related professionals.
Delegates will receive knowledge and insight from
professionals involved in every aspect of
the profession.

Wilderness writer and adventure photographer,
The Globe and Mail Columnist, author of
two bestselling books, and a multi-National
Magazine Award winner, Bruce Kirkby is
recognized for connecting wild places with
contemporary issues. Encouraging audiences to
get out of their comfort zones, think creatively,
and take calculated risks, his belief in human
potential is contagious.

High profile thought leaders will come together on
emerging issues of relevance to both public and
private sectors.
Not only will the focus be on audit leaders and
practitioners, it will also engage audit committees
and other leaders in strategic discussions on
oversight, leadership, strategy and organizational
performance.
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ATB Financial’s Chief Economist Todd Hirsch
is one of the country’s most sought-after
speakers on the economy, with over two
decades of experience as an economist,
professor and commentator. In clear-eyed,
energetic talks, he demystifies wealth and
the economy and answers vital questions. He
provides economic commentary for CBC, CTV
and the BBC, among others, and is a regular
columnist for The Globe and Mail.
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